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What is the relevance of the Climate Change Scenarios at the national level for the private sector?
Climate change scenarios are important for the private sector, specifically for the mining and energy
sector, because they help us to plan our activities efficiently. In the stages of a mining and energy
project, the risks the project might face must be analysed, so that they cause the least possible
damage. One of the risks that has been analysed for some years now is that of the effects of climate
change.
If information is available we can predict abnormal conditions of
rainfall and temperature and other parameters. We can plan our
activities for the best project location, plan electricity production
efficiently, build protection infrastructure, foresee resilient socioenvironmental projects, foster stakeholder capacities within our CSR
programmes, plan strategic alliances with public and private bodies
for holding adaptation/mitigation projects, etc.
What key information would the business sector expect from these
studies?
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The scenarios must be presented in different formats and levels of specialization, because the
mining and energy sector has diverse interests that can use information. Technical specialists need
information with a high technical-scientific content, while socio-environmental specialists want
processed information that is easy to understand so that it can be used in the local media or in socioenvironmental projects.
How could these studies contribute to private sector investment?
Studies are extremely important in the pre-investment stage, for analysing the financial impact of
climate risks, developing project engineering to see if it can get environmental certification etc.

“
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available in various
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What are the best formats and places for advising employers that
these studies are available?
As I said, information must be available in various formats, platforms
and levels of expertise. But I can mention others: geo-referenced
information for example, in downloadable formats for analysis in
specialised software such as ArcView, ArcGis, etc.

How could these studies contribute to corporate social responsibility?
Studies are knowledge; so they will fit very well into our community relations or social responsibility
work, which has as its pillar the development of local capacities. Climate scenario information, for
example, helps to outline resilient agricultural development projects in the sphere of influence,
disseminate knowledge in local education centres and provide training on the link between public
health and climate change, etc

